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This curriculum is based on the Puerto Rico Core Standards. 

Colegio Beato Carlos Manuel Rodríguez 
English Curricular Map 

11th advanced 

Time Period Content Essential 

Question 

Standard Expectation Skills Resources assessment 

August-October First Trimester 

 
Two weeks 
August 10-26 

Essay Writing What is an essay? 
What are the steps in 
essay writing? 
How can an essay be 
developed effectively? 

Writing:  
Develop and 
strengthen 
writing as needed 
by using the 
writing process 
(planning, 
drafting, revising, 
editing, rewriting, 
or publishing).  

  

 
 
 

11.W.4   
Develop and strengthen writing as 
needed by planning (e.g., outlines 
and graphic organizers), drafting, 
revising, editing (editing marks), 
rewriting, and publishing, focusing on 
how well purpose and audience have 
been addressed, avoiding plagiarism, 
and considering styles (e.g., MLA and 
APA) and using citations.  
 

 
 
 

1. Develop ideas 
through the writing 
process. 
2. Determine thesis 
statement and 
supporting details 
and/or topic 
sentences. 
3. Write transitional 
sentences. 
4. Develop the 
introduction, body, 
and conclusion of an 
essay. 
5. Use MLA format to 
quote or cite 
evidence. 

Lecture/conference  
Computer software  
Textbook 
Power point 
presentations 
World Wide Web 

Report and research 
Writing process tasks 
Checklist 
Graphic organizers 
Rubrics 
Quiz 
Unit test 
 

 
Two Weeks 
August 29- September 9 

Origin Myths 
Native American 
Myths: 
The Iroquois 
Constitution 
The Earth on 
Turtle’s Back 
When Grizzle’s 
Walked Upright 
The Navajo Origin 
Legend 
Reading 
conventions: 
Coordinating 
Conjunctions 

What Makes American 
Literature American? 
 

Reading: 
Determine main ideas or 
themes of a text and 
analyze their 
development; summarize 
the key supporting details 
and ideas.  

 

11.W.2 
L. Determine a theme or main idea of a 
literary text and analyze in detail its 
development, including how it emerges 
and is shaped and refined by specific 
details; provide a subjective summary of 
the text.  
 

 

 1. Read and analyze 
origin myth. 
2. Understand the 
concept of an 
Archetype. 
3. Establish a purpose 
for reading. 
4. Compare Literary 
Works. 
5. Identify and apply 
coordinating 
conjunctions in a 
sentence. 
 

Media clips 
Personal Essay 
English Dept. Platform 

Oral presentation 
Write a myth 
Concrete poem 
Quizzes 
Exams 
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Two weeks 
September 12-30 

Elements of Speech 
 
 

What ideals are you 
willing to fight for? 

Reading:. 
Delineate and evaluate 
an author’s argument 
through evidence 
specified in a text.  
  
 

 
 
 
 

11.R.8  
Delineate and evaluate the argument 
and specific claims in a text, assessing 
whether the reasoning is valid and the 
evidence is relevant and sufficient; 
identify false statements and fallacious 
reasoning and generalizations. This 
includes, but is not limited to, narrative, 
persuasive, and descriptive writing and 
knowledge of their qualities.  
 

 

 

1. Study elements of 
speech. 
2.Analyze and 
evaluate persuasion 
and Agument. 
3.Analyze word 
choice. 
4. Compare literary 
works for different 
audiences. 
 

English Dept. Platform 
Media Speeches 
Ted.com 

Write a Speech 
Deliver a Speech 
Write an Editorial 
Exam 
 
 

One week 
October 3-14 

Narratives 
Autobiographical 
Narrative 
 

What is an 
autobiographical 
narrative? 
What memorable 
experiences can are 
worth writing?  
 

Writing: 
Write literary texts to 
develop real or imagined 
experiences or events 
using effective technique, 
details, and structure.  
 
Reading: 
Compare and contrast two 
or more authors’ 
presentations of similar 
themes or topics.  

 

11.W.3   
Write narratives (short stories, 
memoirs, and journals) using 
transitional words and other 
cohesive devices to better 
organize writing to develop 
real or imagined experiences or 
events using effective literary 
devices (techniques and 
elements), well-chosen details, 
and structured sequences.  

 

 

11.R.9 
I. Analyze seminal documents of 
historical and literary significance 
including how they address related 
themes and concepts.  

1. Plan prewriting and 
drafting strategies to 
develop an essay. 
2. Determine Word 
choice, voice and 
sentence structure. 
3. Edit and publish 
final product. 
4.Read a slave 
Narrative and 
summarize to identify 
central or main idea. 
 
 
 

 

English Dept. Platform 
 

Blog entry 
Writing tasks 
Graphic organizers 
Quiz 
Exam 
Oral presentation 
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Colegio Beato Carlos Manuel Rodríguez 
English Curricular Map 

11th advanced 

Time Period Content Essential 

Question 

Standard Expectation Skills Resources assessment 

October -December Second Trimester 

 
Two Weeks 
October 17-28 

Elements of Gothic 
Literature 
 

What is the relationship 
between literature and 
place? 

Reading:  
Analyze how and why 
individuals, events, or 
ideas develop and 
interact over the course 
of a text.  

 

 11.R.3 
L. Analyze how complex 
characters (e.g., those 
with multiple or 
conflicting motivations) 
develop over the course 
of a text, interact with 
other characters, and 
advance the setting, plot 
or develop the theme.  
I. Analyze how the 
author unfolds an 
analysis or series of ideas 
or events, including the 
order in which the points 
are made, how they are 
introduced and 
developed, and the 
connections that are 
drawn between them.  

 

1. Recognize elements of 
Gothic Literature. 
2. Analyze two types of 
works to recognize 
elements of literature. 
(past and present) 
3. Use comparative and 
superlative adverbs and 

adjectives in writing. 
4. Break down long 
sentences. 

English Dept. Platform Written analysis 
Media presentations 
Diorama 
Group discussions 
Quiz 
Exam 

 
 

Two Weeks 
November 1-11 
 

Transcendentalism 
  

How does literature 
shape or reflect society? 

Reading: Demonstrate 
understanding of 
figurative language, 
word relationships, 
and variation in word 
meanings.  

 

 
 
 

 

11.LA.5  
Demonstrate understanding 
of figurative language, word 
relationships, and 
differences in word 
meanings.  
a. Interpret figures of 
speech (e.g., oxymoron, 
hyperbole, paradox) in 
context and analyze their 
role in the text.  
b. Analyze the meaning of 
words with similar 
denotations and 

1.Identify and analyze 
figures of speech. 
2. Challenge and 
question the text by 
argument. 
3. Analyze author’s 
implicit and explicit 
philosophical 
assumptions. 
 
 

  

English Dept. Platform Writing an Editorial 
Exam 
Comic  strips 
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connotations.  
 

Three Weeks 
November 14-
December 5 

Fictiona Novel 
The Five People You Meet 
in Heaven 

What are the lessons 
woth learning? 
 

Reading:   
Analyze how and why 
individuals, events, or 
ideas develop and 
interact over the course 
of a text.  

 
 
 

 11.R.3 
L. Analyze how complex 
characters (e.g., those 
with multiple or 
conflicting motivations) 
develop over the course 
of a text, interact with 
other characters, and 
advance the setting, plot 
or develop the theme.  

 
 

1.  Study elements of a 
fictional novel. 
2. Analyze main idea, 
character, themes, 
setting and plot in a 
fictional novel 
 

PDF Fictional Novel 
 

Graphic organizer 
Timeline chart 
Vocabulary 
Write a reflective essay 
Writing a letter 
Blog entries  
Exam 

 
*Note: December  12 – 13 Review Final Exams 
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English Curricular Map 

11th advanced 

Time Period Content Essential 

Question 

Standard Expectation Skills Resources assessment 

January- March Third Trimester 

Two Weeks 
January 10-20 

Defining Narrative in 
Nonfiction 
Autobiography 

 

What is the relationship 
between Literature and 
place? 

 
 
 

Reading:  
Compare and contrast 
two or more authors’ 
presentations of similar 
themes or topics. 

 

 

 11.R.9 
Analyze seminal 
documents of 
historical and 
literary 
significance 
including how 
they address 
related themes 
and concepts.  

 

1.Set a purpose for 
reading. 
2.Analyze author’s 
purpose: philosophical 
ideas or religious beliefs; 
political events or social 
problems; and ethical 

issues. 
 

English Dept. Platform Write a nonfiction 
narrative 
Write a letter 
Group discussions 
Quiz 
Exam 

 

Two Weeks 
January 23-February 
3 
 

Research Project: Primary 
Sources 
Posters 
Editorial Cartoon 
Editorial 

What is a primary source? 

 
 Reading: Integrate and 
evaluate content 
presented in diverse 

media and formats.  
 

 
 
 

11.R.7 
L. Analyze the 
representation of a subject 
or a key scene in two 
different artistic mediums, 
including what is 
emphasized or absent in 
each media.  
I. Analyze various accounts 
of a subject told in different 
mediums (e.g., a person’s 
life story in both print and 
multimedia), determining 
which elements are 
emphasized in each 
account.  
 
 

 

 1. Note-taking 

2. Read and Compare 
primary sources. 
3.Formulate a research 
plan and gather sources 
to synthesis the 
information. 

English Dept. Platform Note-taking guide 
Written report 
Oral report 
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Four Weeks 
February 6-March 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Elements of Drama 
The Crucible 
Act I 
Act II 
Act III 
Act IV 
Act V 

 How does literature 
shape or reflect society? 

Reading:   
Analyze how and why 
individuals, events, or ideas 
develop and interact over 
the course of a text.  
 

 
 

11.R.3   
L. Analyze how complex 
characters (e.g., those 
with multiple or 
conflicting motivations) 
develop over the course 
of a text, interact with 
other characters, and 
advance the setting, plot 
or develop the theme.  

  
 

 

1. Study elements of a 
Historical Drama. 
2. Analyze main idea, 
character, themes, 
setting and plot. 
3.analyze 
Characterization, Irony 
and dialect. 
4. Analyze conflict 

 

English Dept. Platform Graphic organizer 
Timeline chart 
Vocabulary 
Exam 
Written response 
Writing a letter 
Blog entrie 
Persuasive Speech 
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Colegio Beato Carlos Manuel Rodríguez 
English Curricular Map 

11th advanced 

Time Period Content Essential 

Question 

Standard Expectation Skills Resources assessment 

March-May Fourth Trimester 

Two weeks 
March 6-17 

Rhetorical Devices: 
Argument and Support 
and Structure 
 
Reading Conventions: 
Active and passive Voice 
 
 

 

What makes American 
Literature American? 

Reading: 
Analyze the structure of 
texts, including how specific 
sentences, paragraphs, and 
larger portions of the text 
(e.g., a section, chapter, 
scene, or stanza) relate to 
each other and the whole.  

 

  11.R.5 
I. Analyze in detail how 
an author’s ideas or 
claims are developed 
and refined by particular 
sentences, paragraphs, 
or portions of a text 
(e.g., chapters, essays, 
or news articles).  

 
 

1.Compare literary works 
to identify two or more 
main ideas and 
supporting details. 
2.Analyze parallelism and 
antithesis, organizational 
structure, argument and 
support. 
3.Apply active and 
passive voice in clauses. 

 

English Dept. Platform Oral presentations 
Writing an Argument 
Venn Diagram 
exam 

 

Three Weeks 
March 20- April 7 
 
 

Writing a Short Story  
Fictional narrative 
 
Reading Convention: 
Using punctuation in 
dialogue 

What are the elements of 
a short story? 
What is a fictional 
Narrative? 

Writing:  
Write literary texts to 
develop real or imagined 
experiences or events 
using effective technique, 
details, and structure.  
. 

 

 

11.W.3  
Write narratives (short 
stories, memoirs, and 
journals) using transitional 
words and other cohesive 
devices to better organize 
writing to develop real or 
imagined experiences or 
events using effective 
technique, targeted details, 
and well-structured 
sequences.  
 

1.Develop a short story 
fictional narrative. 
2. Plan prewriting and 
drafting strategies to 
develop an essay. 
3. Determine Word 
choice, voice and 
sentence structure. 
4. Edit and publish final 
product. 
5.Use punctuation in 
dialogue. 
 

English Dept. Platform Write an essay 
Oral presentation 
Media Presentation 
Big Book 

Three Weeks 
April 18-May 2 

Media Genres 
Compare Print News 
Coverage 
Newspapers and 
Magazines 

What are the main forms 
of print media 

Speaking: 
Evaluate information 
and determine 
appropriate responses 
to answer questions 
effectively.  

  

11.S.6  
Respond orally through 
closed and open-ended 
questions to real life 
situations.  
a. Listen, discuss, and 
respond to complex 
instructions and 
information.  
b. Synthesize, analyze, and 

1. Distinguish the 
difference between two 
forms of print media. 
2.Understand factors of 
print medias. 
3.Compare a print 
coverage of the same 
event. 
4. Evaluate print media 
coverage. 

English Dept. Platform Oral presentation 
Class Debate 
Group discussions 
Forums 
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debate information, 
justifying answers with 
details from texts, self, and 
the world.  
c. Critically analyze closed 
and open-ended questions 
and answer with increasing 
knowledge.  

 

 
*Note: May 16-17 Review Final Exam 
 
Please be advised that this curricular map is subject to change. 
. 
 


